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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1813–“Amadi! You are here to deliver a message for 
David, right?” Nova said suddenly.  

“Huh? Uh… Well…”  

Amadi stared at Nova with shocked eyes, unable to answer for a while.  

Nova said that too suddenly and she was right.  

Amadi promised David to help him keep it a secret.  

However, he was discovered the moment he arrived at the Iridescent Sect.  

This was such a bad start.  

How would he explain this to David?  

After seeing Amadi’s expression, Nova had basically determined the answer.  

“Amadi, you don’t have to worry about me revealing David’s identity. Selena is now my 
personal disciple, and David’s other girlfriends are also my disciples in name. Besides, 
are you still worried when I have a good relationship with Elder Red?”  

“Huff…” Amadi took a deep breath.  

Now that Nova had already guessed it, there was no point in hiding it any longer.  

Moreover, Nova, the head of the Iridescent Sect, must have known about David being 
wanted by the  

Lightfoot family.  

David came to the Iridescent Sect with Ms. Celeste.  

If she wanted to tell the Lightfoot family about David, she would have already done so.  

Why wait until now?  

The Lightfoot family would have already caught David’s little girlfriends and publicly 
threatened David!  

When Amadi thought about this, he stopped making excuses.  

He said honestly, “I am indeed here to deliver a message for David this time.”  



“Have you contacted him?”  

Yes! I contacted David when I saw the arrest warrant from the Lightfoot family a few 
days ago. When we came back together, we originally wanted to get David to join Star 
Mansion, but now I’m afraid we can’t do that anymore. Even if he wants to join, Star 
Mansion won’t dare to accept him ” Amadi forced a smile.  

“Since the Lightfoot family has issued a warrant, it shows that they attach great 
importance to David. The Iridescent Sect dare not take him in either, let alone Star 
mansion,” Nova chimed in.  

“Yes! The only thing I can do to help him now is to pass a few words to his little 
girlfriends for him so that they don’t have to worry about him for the time being.”  

“Where is David now? How did he get into trouble with the Lightfoot family? With his 
strength, I don’t think he will be involved in Archimedes’ death at all.”  

“I don’t know either! David just said that things are a bit complicated, and he will explain 
when we have a chance to meet.”  

“Do you dare to see David now?”  

“No way! Unless the Lightfoot family revokes the arrest warrant and stops chasing 
David.” Amadi shook  

his head.  

“Then do you think David has a chance to escape this time?”  

“I’m afraid it will be difficult. Judging from the strength of the Lightfoot family, David is in 
a near-death situation this time. He must never return to Star Kingdom again, or else 
the Lightfoot family will definitely not spare him.”  

“Sigh! I don’t know what this punk did to provoke the Lightfoot family. I was actually 
quite optimistic about him at the beginning, but what a pity!” Nova sighed.  

At this time, her communication device suddenly rang.  

Nova saw that it was her personal disciple, Selena, so she immediately answered the 
call.  

It just so happened that she was also planning to contact Selena.  

“Master! Where are you now? I need to see you.” Selena’s respectful voice came from 
the communicator  



“Selena, coincidentally, I need to see you too. So, come to Reception Room 1,” Nova 
said.  

“Okay! Master, please wait a moment. I’ll be right there!”  

After she finished speaking, Selena hung up and hurried to Reception Room 1.  

Nova looked at Amadi.  

“Amadi, don’t you want to send a message for David? Selena will be here soon, so you 
can just talk to her directly. She is now the backbone of David’s group of girlfriends.”  

“Thank you, Lady Dream!” Amadi thanked Nova.  

Nova had been the head of the Iridescent Sect when his mother was one of the seven 
high priestesses.  

At that time, she just took office and took good care of Amadi’s mother and Celeste.  

Therefore, they had a very good relationship.  

Therefore, Amadi had always respected Nova.  

“You don’t need to be so modest with me. You can already be regarded as a semi-
disciple of the  

Iridescent Sect.”  

 


